When visiting her Parliamentary constituency of Finchley in March 1989, Margaret Thatcher addressed a local Neighbourhood Watch scheme and praised its work. Discussing crime prevention, she commented that 'much of the work must come from citizens themselves. There comes a point when the government can't do anything more' . The Prime Minister added that, 'a general can't fight a battle without troops' . 1 Thatcher was not the sole conservative politician that enthused about the Neighbourhood Watch. Douglas Hurd, often representative of conservative traditions distinct from those associated with Thatcher, promoted such schemes while Home Secretary. 2 In 1988, to mark the bicentenary of the birth of his distant predecessor in the Home Office Robert Peel, Hurd advocated the use of 'Victorian' techniques and instruments which 'reach parts of our society which will always be beyond statutory schemes'; one such initiative was the Neighbourhood Watch. 3 As part of its 1987 General Election Manifesto, the Conservative Party took credit for the creation of Neighbourhood Watch and offered continued support to the 'popular anti-crime movement' .
Likewise, criminologists objected to the Neighbourhood Watch as it exemplified a form of 'administrative criminology' , encouraging an individualistic analysis of crime, retreating from the discussion of causality in favour of foregrounding preventative methods. 10 Alongside such objectors, were civil libertarians and organizations that sought to monitor the conduct of the police and, in the context of a period marked by highly divisive police and community relations, regarded the schemes with, at best, scepticism but more often outright hostility. 11 This article makes three linked arguments. First, it demonstrates the shared affinities between Neighbourhood Watch and different forms of conservatism in the 1980s. Neighbourhood Watch could be reconciled with traditional conservative enthusiasm for apolitical voluntary life, long-standing interests in the value of 'little platoons' and new forms of neoliberal governance. Second, it shows that Neighbourhood Watch was just one part of a broader shift in policing methods available during the 1980s which were often associated with conservative and business interests. Third, it assesses why Neighbourhood Watch proved popular but controversial by analysing the types of crime that were emphasised and the communities that were imagined within the schemes.
While there may be good reasons for seeing the Neighbourhood Watch as 'Thatcher's Troops' , this was by no means a straightforward process of conscription. In fact, the article exposes the complexity of the schemes. These simultaneously evoked individualism and community, sought to bond communities as well as draw distinctions and limits within and between them. Neighbourhood Watch schemes provided platforms for 'law and order' advocates to share a platform with less combative, community activists eager to go beyond the security of their property and to improve the areas in which they lived. If participants of the Neighbourhood Watch were not quite, as their critics viewed them, straightforward stooges to a Thatcherite project, neither did they function as the police or government hoped. In communities and streets, initiatives took on much more haphazard forms than their designers imagined while continuing to evocate assumptions with which their promoters were largely, if not entirely, comfortable. 12 Moreover, while pervasive, there was a thinness to the forms of activism associated with the Neighbourhood Watch which, in part, explains their persistence. Nonetheless, even the tacit acceptance of such schemes and a range of other non-state security initiatives reshaped homes and streets. Drawing attention to this 'ordinary' feature of British life suggests a period which was not just about ideological transformation but was also a time where certain assumptions, implied understandings and lukewarm endorsements can be glimpsed within the everyday even if when they were not wholeheartedly embraced.
Neighbourhood Watch and Thatcherism
As this article shows, there was something in both the aspirations of the Watch's enthusiasts and the criticisms of its sceptics. What was apparent, nonetheless, was the dramatic expansion of the Neighbourhood Watch during the 1980s and early 1990s. That the emergence and early operation of the Neighbourhood Watch was, as this article demonstrates, highly controversial and relatively divisive, contrasts with the banality and omnipresence of the schemes on the streets of Britain today. Quantitatively Neighbourhood Watch was enormously successful. 13 The first Neighbourhood Watch scheme, called Home Watch, was established in Mollingdon, a small village in Cheshire, in 1982. By 1987 there were 42,000 schemes (each required at least two houses, but often included more) covering 2.5 million households; the British Crime Survey of 1992 reported that 20 per cent of UK households were enrolled in the schemes. 14 An entire sub-genre of 'self-help' community watchdog organisation including Vehicle Watch, Taxi Watch, Pub Watch, Boat Watch, Shop Watch, Caravan Watch and even Sheep Watch were all created during the 1980s and early 1990s. 15 The London Illustrated News noted the prevalence of the schemes, recording that the 'rash of orange spots spreading across the face of our streets' was one of the 'most remarkable visual changes' in London. 16 Existing accounts of Neighbourhood Watch schemes have often sought to examine their effectiveness and determine accompanying policy implications. 17 By contrast, this article reflects on what the Neighbourhood Watch shows about citizenship, community, values and political culture during the 1980s. Plotting the Neighbourhood Watch onto existing ways of thinking about community and politics in the 1980s is not straightforward. Certainly, the Neighbourhood Watch did, as its critics suggest, reflect and promote affinities which might be comfortably aligned with common understandings of 'Thatcherism' . In so doing, it shared qualities and assumptions with neoliberal forms of governance as well as more traditional conservatisms. Although neoliberalism remains somewhat hazily defined, its developments inadequately historicized and its relationship with Thatcherism often ambiguously sketched out, Neighbourhood Watch is suggestive of its diffusion in wider spaces beyond domains strictly conceptualised as economic or financial. As criminologists interested in neoliberalism have pointed out, trends in crime prevention were shifting from a state-managed 'social service' paradigm to one of risk-management, but these were not mutually exclusive. 18 Neighbourhood Watch was a site where neoliberal thinking about crime prevention combined with more traditional forms of conservatism, permeating, albeit unevenly, into everyday life. It incorporated a hypersensitivity about crime and a desire for 'law and order' characteristic of populist zealots eager to restore the 'little platoons' of Edmund Burke, but was equally demonstrative of an expanded concern for management and control of 'risk' during the late twentieth century.
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Neighbourhood Watch was suggestive of a privatization of crime prevention from state-dominated models marked by the expansive proliferation of surveillance mechanisms which, according to theorists, have characterized a shift from a 'disciplinary' to 'control' society. 20 The parts of the state supported by the Neighbourhood Watch-namely the police and the rule of law-were vital to traditional forms of conservatism but also remained crucial within schemes of neoliberal governance. 21 Moreover, the emphasis on personal responsibility within the Neighbourhood Watch and its role, in a highly literal sense, as a mechanism of surveillance 'designed in' to everyday existence, suggests it shared characteristics with common markers denoting neoliberal regimes of governmentality. 22 Neighbourhood Watch offered a vehicle through which the 'ethos of neoliberal politics' allowed choice, personal responsibility and control over one's fate to be articulated through arguments about collective community. 23 But at the same time, these features cannot adequately explain the attachment of individuals and communities to the Neighboured Watch. It appealed because it blended traditional interests in civic activism as a mechanism for strengthening communities with arguments that self-help and voluntary action imposed order, and then reduced these into a point of broad agreement-the desire to stop household burglaries-which was packaged in a form of politics that was in keeping with broader shifts in political behaviour during the late twentieth century. 24 Following such an argument, this was a form of neoliberal politics very much distinct from the worlds of elite academics, the galaxy of think tanks defined as part of a transnational 'new right' or even, the economic institutions of global governance typically identified as the sites crucial to the 'economic counter revolution' of the late twentieth century. 25 Rather, Neighbourhood Watch schemes incorporated something more hum-drum, banal, ambiguous; an 'ordinary' , possibly clumsy-but nonetheless pervasive-form of Thatcherism. Schemes' self-projection of themselves as 'non-political'-a highly powerful political statement in itself-demonstrated the ways in which conservative practices could be found within indefinite political spaces beyond parties, think tanks and pressure groups and were, perhaps, more powerful but less certain because of this. 26 In this respect, parallels can be drawn with the ways in which associational life permeated an informal sense of conservatism during the inter-war. 27 To echo Alison Light's work on interwar literary culture, the Neighbourhood Watch offered a non-elitist 'common sense' and a scarcely discernible politics that sustained an informal conservatism.
While theorists of neoliberalism are mapping out its effect in 'economizing' non-economic spheres and the dissemination of financial logics into the practices of lived experience, adopting Light's approach might help explain how far and, perhaps why, British culture and society has been receptive to such initiatives. 28 As Joe Moran points out, Thatcherism was constructed around the creation of a normative 'everyday' whose iconic figures were 'homeowning, car-owning neo-suburbanites' . 29 Moran is correct to point out that we should look for the historical change in the most ordinary phenomenon, but the politics of the ordinary is also unpredictable and difficult to control. In this case, the Neighbourhood Watch did not entirely conform to the aspirations of politicians, the police or even scheme members, its embedded individualism could never quite escape a longing for community, however problematically defined.
Neighbourhood Watch did not simply regurgitate the law and order hysteria of the tabloid media. Instead, it offered a form of lower case conservatism for the 'politically unselfconscious' which was simultaneously recognisable through time, but also reflective of the cultural, sociological, economic and technological contours of the 'new times' of the 1980s. 30 If the Conservative Party's enthusiasm for Neighbourhood Watch was not at all surprisingafter all, it offered a form of civil society engagement embraced by both 'old' and 'new' right-it is also worth stressing that Neighbourhood Watch members were by no means necessarily members of the Conservative Party, nor were they inevitably Conservative voters. 31 What they did demonstrate, however, were practices, behaviours, aspirations, fears and anxieties which might help understand the electoral hegemony of the Conservative Party and the broader acceptance of the increased individualisation said to characterise late twentieth and early twenty-first-century Britain.
While the prevalence of the Neighbourhood Watch was, and continues to be, very noticeable across the streets of Britain, this has not, unfortunately, been matched within the archive. This article makes use of the archives of organisations committed to the critical examination of the operation of Neighbourhood Watch schemes including the various police monitoring committees and police research groups which circulated around the Greater London Council (GLC) during the 1980s as well as the records civil liberties and police monitoring groups including the National Council for Civil Liberties (NCCL). In addition, it builds on the numerous police, sociological and criminological reports on the operations of schemes.
Less effectively documented in archival sources is the work of schemes on a local basis, in part because of their very banality. This is problematic, because schemes were specifically designed to allow local interpretations. 32 This article does, however, draw on the sole substantial archival record of a functioning Neighbourhood Watch scheme, deposited by members of a Wolverhampton (West Midlands Police G3) steering committee. The G3 (which referenced a West Midlands Police boundary) Neighbourhood Watch Wolverhampton Steering and Coordinating committee included 204 schemes and covered 9,000 houses. According to the West Midlands Police, this represented one of the region's most successful initiatives.
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Neighbourhood Watch and new forms of policing
The growth of Neighbourhood Watch in Britain during the 1980s was considerable even within a context of the sustained popularity of voluntary action in twentieth-century Britain. 34 Across the country, co-ordinators collected money from residents for the erection of signs and placed stickers on windows and doors as the Neighbourhood Watch became 'ordinary' . 35 Its logo was, arguably, as symbolic of 1980s' activism as more radical iconography normally associated with social movement protests of the era. Demonstrative of such a point, a 1988 routine by the comedian Linda Smith observed that the two most prominent stickers on her former left-wing boyfriend's window said 'No to Nuclear Power' and 'Neighbourhood Watch' . She observed that it was the latter which was 'was the one [sticker] we've all got, let's face it, we all like Neighbourhood Watch' . 36 For all of Neighbourhood Watch's novelty, it showed some continuity with earlier crime prevention methods. In terms of security guidance, it offered similar advice to that previously circulated by Crime Prevention Panels which had been a feature of British policing since the 1960s. 37 Guidance on home protection circulated within Neighbourhood Watch newsletters featured material from earlier Home Office campaigns and there was a cross-fertilization of household security guidance across different prevention initiatives. Going back further, an increasingly prudential attitude to property security existed prior to the late-twentieth century 'risk' society; home security devices and insurance schemes were markedly popular during the inter-war years. 38 Even so, there were shifts in both the scale and the agents responsible for crime prevention during the 1980s. Crime Prevention Panels were, for example, specifically designed to work with community leaders from local organizations. They were different in scope from the Neighbourhood Watch which aspired to be a mass-member association creating new forms of associational life without piggy-backing on previously existing bodies and already visible community members. 39 Moreover, the identification of community and citizenship with crime prevention alongside the emergence of multiple new and distinct forms of non-state action directed towards tackling crime were indicative of changes in tempo and scale of crime prevention during the 1980s. 40 Neighbourhood Watch was part of a wave of new policing methods seeking input from different agents including communities, businesses, individuals and voluntary organisations. Many of these had links with the Conservative Party. 41 These included Crimestoppers, set up by Michael Ashcroft (later Lord Ashcroft) which featured Dennis Thatcher as a trustee and Crime Concern which was run by the Conservative politician Stephen Norris. 42 These organizations, along with the television programme Crimewatch (1986) offered a range of new platforms for the 'fight against crime' to manifest during the 1980s. 43 Somewhat predictably taking such ideas as far as they might possibly go, the Adam Smith Institute called for deregulated private security forces to take over neighbourhood policing entirely away from the state. 44 As has been well documented, the 1980s also witnessed a significant expansion of private security technologies including CCTV and burglar alarms and a substantial growth in the security industry took place during the decade. 45 In many cases, it is difficult to disentangle the interest in new forms of crime prevention from their protagonists' alternative political, cultural and economic concerns. Most obvious of all of these examples, the Adam Smith Institute was a long-standing advocate of free market economics, but Crime Concern also allowed Norris to remain politically active after he lost his Parliamentary seat in 1987, and Ashcroft was a leading shareholder in one of the UK's largest private security alarm companies. Even Crimewatch balanced its stated aim of solving crimes with conforming to certain broadcasting requirements by selecting cases from the 'popular end of the market' which could then be reconstructed dramatically. 46 Although Neighbourhood Watch has its own somewhat 'quaint' foundation story, which places the schemes' roots in a pilot initiative called Home Watch based in Mollingdon, Cheshire, it was only widely introduced after a Metropolitan Police tour observing community crime prevention schemes in Washington D.C., New York, Detroit, and Seattle which also featured discussions with police from Orlando, Florida. The idea that the Conservative Government's model of 'active citizenship' had certain roots in forms of community policing that emerged out of the civil rights movements of 1960s USA and the response to the rape and murder of Kitty Genovese in New York is somewhat surprising and perhaps reflective of some of the complex origins of neoliberalism. 47 Those schemes, which emphasised the creation of democratic checks on policing powers and forms of accountability, were, however, attached to far more radical visions of police and community relations. Downplaying such elements within the British schemes, the Metropolitan Police largely focused on the US schemes' capacity to reduce the number of burglaries taking place.
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Neighbourhood Watch, crime and prevention
Neighbourhood Watch largely emphasised the protection of homes, promoted home security devices and advised on safe parking. It offered consumer advice on security systems. 49 Within Wolverhampton, its priorities were the reduction of domestic crime, especially burglary. 50 The G3 Group's Chairman, George Paddock, wrote that Neighbourhood Watch 'offers much corporate security and individual peace of mind from that most detestable of crimeshouse burglary' . 51 Its priorities can be seen in a 'checklist of suspicious persons' produced by the West Midlands Police which listed various 'suspicious scenarios'; of the 14 described, 11 related to theft. 52 Moreover, Neighbourhood Watch schemes emphasised personal responsibility for crime prevention. A steering committee member, Eileen Ward-Birch, wrote in Wolverhampton's Express and Star that 'there is so much we can do to help ourselves, without too much expense' . 53 Schemes arranged for property marking, the etching of vehicle registrations onto car number plates, they organized Crime Prevention Officers' surveys and circulated ultraviolet pens to post-code household items. 54 Evocative of an ethos of consumerism embedded within schemes, they sought to secure homes from conmen or 'bogus officials' by circulating lists of recommended roofers, carpenters, plumbers, brick layers, decorators and repairman. 55 A Home Office advertising campaign costing over £1.5 million promoting crime prevention initiatives launched in 1984 exemplified the focus on property, privacy and possession. 56 The award-winning advert featured a number of magpies breaking into an affluent-looking, semi-detached home which was well stocked with consumer goods including electronics, clothing, jewellery and perfume. 57 Having ransacked the house, the magpies ignored such items, eventually pilfering a couple of items of women's underwear. This was, then, as symbolic of a fear of lost possession as an invasion of privacy and disruption of domesticity brought about by criminality. Criminals were depicted as non-human, less motivated by material need and more interested in mischief or, even, perversion. 58 The advert's conclusion suggested that home security measures and membership of the Neighbourhood Watch would have stopped the magpie-criminals and emphasised that responsibility for crime prevention should come as much from those owning such possessions as from the police. This was a subtle but significance departure in emphasis from the arguments embedded in the earlier Crime Prevention Panels which stressed that crime prevention meant 'the removal of causes of crime and the conditions in which crime can flourish' . 59 Because of such an emphasis, Neighbourhood Watch did little to accommodate alterative, more holistic models of community policing that were being discussed during the 1980s. A Crime Prevention Unit established by the National Association for the Care and Resettlement of Offenders (NACRO) in 1979, for example, offered a more expansive conceptualisation of crime prevention. Across 30 estates, NACRO developed community action plans aiming to improve physical and environmental conditions. These tackled amenities, services and emphasised the construction of communication channels between councils and residents. 60 Encouraging interventions from teachers, architects and planners, housing managers, doctors, health visitors and employers, NACRO wished, in contrast to the Neighbourhood Watch, to foreground the role of professionals in reducing crime. 61 Although many NACRO recommendations appeared in the Home Office's Crime Prevention circular of 1984 and it was consulted widely on crime prevention during the 1970s and 1980s, there is no evidence to suggest its endeavours were incorporated or entered into the planning and thinking about the Neighbourhood Watch. 62 Similar limitations fed into the arguments mustered against Neighbourhood Watch by its critics, especially those within inner-city London. The Community Alliance for Police Accountability in Tower Hamlets commented that any 'bars and bolts' strategy had to be pursued alongside the provision of greater resource to local government as well as the deployment of grants which might allow householders to improve their own personal security. 63 Such a position was shared by both NACRO and the GLC. 64 Islington Council even went as far as starting a 'Crimewatch scheme' deliberately conceptualised as an alternative to Neighbourhood Watch. Emphasising self-help, community policing and improved home security, while simultaneously demanding greater state resource for lighting improvements, neighbourhood arbitration mechanisms for negotiating with police and government, as well as investment in youth facilities, this alternative was more aligned with the spirit of activist local government and was, subsequently, to be structured around a form of elected, community leadership. 65 In contrast with Thatcher's suggestion that 'much of the work must come from citizens themselves' , those operating around the GLC argued that it was the government that was ultimately responsible for crime prevention. This meant the provision of community improvement funds and, in contrast with the geographic distribution of the Neighbourhood Watch, required a sharper focus on high-crime areas.
It is understandable that concerns about Neighbourhood Watch were raised by those sceptical about the Thatcher governments and the police. As suggested above, both in Wolverhampton, and elsewhere, it emphasised the personal protection of property while a consumerist element became embedded into the operation of schemes. Members could receive reductions in insurance premiums; one company offered a plan called 'Familyguard' advertised as 'The Insurance Policy for Neighbourhood Watch' . This was designed to reward members for 'their extra vigilance and community spirit' . 66 Many of the crime prevention initiatives of the 1980s, including Neighbourhood Watch, were associated with, and funded by insurance companies while the advertisements of these and home security companies commonly featured in its newsletters. 67 When a National Neighbourhood Watch Association was eventually created during the 1990s, it was sponsored by Norwich Union which was at that point one of the UK's largest insurance providers. 68 At times, it was these agents which seemed to lavish the most attention on the Neighbourhood Watch. In Wolverhampton, co-ordinators were, in the words of Ward-Birch, frequently 'targeted by a load of commercial people wanting to fix our locks' . Sales representatives would assemble at bigger meetings, seeking a captive audience of individuals concerned with home security. New crime prevention schemes went hand-in-hand with new marketing and sales opportunities of often individualised, property protection technologies including locks and alarms as well as innovations like 'smart water' or etching schemes, which allowed possessions to be discretely marked with post-codes. 69 In London, the Neighbourhood Watch's association with insurance schemes and private security companies added to the GLC's Police Support Unit and other police monitoring organisations' hostility. To these critics, the influence of insurance companies suggested a prioritisation of the types of crime covered by standard household protection policies. This, they argued, implied that the Neighbourhood Watch excluded householders from inner cities who were less likely to afford private security devices who might, to make matters worse, also receive increased insurance premiums because of the absence of schemes. 70 An Independent Police Committee in Haringey noted that 'Neighbourhood Watch is not designed to combat the types of crime which most put people in fear, i.e. 'mugging' , attacks on women and racist attacks' . 71 Such scepticism was valid; many types of criminal behaviour went unmentioned within Neighbourhood Watch publicity and critics were especially concerned with the absence of discussion on domestic abuse and racist attacks, for example. Despite Thatcher's suggestion that the Neighbourhood Watch was designed to allow 'citizens to do the work themselves' and that the government 'could only do so much' , it also created a consumerist effect on state resources, complicating its association with a supposed Thatcherite retreat from the state. Its protagonists claimed a type of 'local expert' status which bolstered their capacity to make special demands on the police service, almost as a reward for involvement. 72 At the first nationwide conference of Neighbourhood Watch Associations in 1986, complaints were made about inadequate police involvement. Its London coordinator commented on members' tendency to 'nag and nag until we have got something done' . 73 In Wolverhampton, Neighbourhood Watch demanded extra beat officers, funding for newsletters and increased communication with the force as well as use of the police station club for social functions which were justified through using the rhetoric of the 'tax payer' . 74 As such, Neighbourhood Watch followed a trend for consumers to make demands not just about goods but also public services. 75 Because of this, the London Borough of Camden warned that schemes' consumerist approaches potentially excluded 'working class areas' in favour of 'articulate and organised' communities with the necessary social, cultural, economic and political capital to comfortably engage with the police force. 76 Despite this, members struggled to create productive relationships with the police. In attempting this, Eileen WardBirch, the Secretary of the G3 group in Wolverhampton, became frustrated by the police's lack of interest. She complained about an absence of communication, commenting that the police showed scant interest in listening to members, that schemes were forgotten, observing that 'they [the police] promise you this and that, but they are all pie-crust promises as my mother used to say-easily broken' .
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Part of the problem was that in broadening the parameters of the schemes, members ended up demanding greater resources from the state. The Home Office did not respond favourably to such requests, writing to the Wolverhampton group 'that the Government does not provide funds for Neighbourhood Watch schemes or their projects. This is because they are voluntary, and as such the local community should be encouraged to make sure that they have the commitment and resources-necessary for their success' . It suggested schemes should obtain 'private sponsorship from local businesses' . 78 In contrast with the ideas behind the initiatives, the 'active citizen' continued to make demands on the state for funding and intervention. If Neighbourhood Watch members were troops to Thatcher's general, they also exemplified the trend for foot soldiers to question the strategies of their commanding officers.
Neighbourhood Watch also owed something to the need for authorities to draw appropriate boundaries delineating the public's role in policing at a time when this seemed increasingly complicated. In particular, the police were eager to discourage vigilantism in the name of 'community policing' . Neighbourhood Watch provided a model of community engagement which stopped potential transgressions of order which might be justified by an interest in 'community policing' . 79 Certain Neighbourhood Watch groups had a capacity to go somewhat off-piste. An East Ham member, Alan Blows, planned to take on gangs in the street and in Tower Hamlets one 'enthusiast' , a skin-headed young man called John Tribe, became something of a poster boy for organisations concerned about the Neighbourhood Watch. Tribe who had undertaken 'self-defence training' to prepare for the role, patrolled tower blocks with a crime fighting partner and walkie-talkie. 80 Indeed, the leader of the SDP, David Owen, resigned as patron from the London Association of Neighbourhood Watch in 1989 after Blows published a booklet urging people to fight back against muggers. 81 Blows' guide to the Neighbourhood Watch not only advised on policing methods 'for the streets' , but also featured anecdotes about tackling criminals in the manner precisely discouraged by the police and Home Office. He wrote of members 'combing the areas looking for villains' , preventing muggings of old ladies and confronting prostitutes and their prospective clients. 82 Ward-Birch, a far less pugnacious member, warned the Chief Constable of the West Midlands Police about members' capacity to extend their activities beyond their strict areas of concern after learning about a scheme in Coventry where 'coordinators go to the victims of crime and interrogate them' . 83 The Wolverhampton group discussed patrolling the streets at night as part of a planned 'Operation Night Watch' , although it could not ultimately secure enough volunteers for this to take place. 84 Although some transgressions did occur, Neighbourhood Watch largely served to limit certain 'law and order' tendencies by offering organisational structures with which the police and Home Office were comfortable. When a local 'Street Watch' organisation was set up in Balsall Heath, Birmingham in 1995, for example, a Neighbourhood Watch model was eventually introduced to define the parameters for this organisation which had sought to 'walk' the area with the aim of reducing the amount of sex workers in a notorious 'red light district' . After lengthy consultation, guidelines for the campaign and training sessions on personal safety and public rights were introduced. 85 Similarly, when Curtis Sliwa attempted to introduce the red-beret sporting vigilante group, The Guardian Angels to London from New York in 1989-an endeavour which ended with Sliwa getting stabbed outside a London Youth Club-the Metropolitan Police arranged a meeting at Kensington Police Station to urge 'the Angels' to follow a more orthodox path and become Special Constables instead. 86 Furthermore, the Home Office did not think the Neighbourhood Watch was an appropriate vehicle for dealing with certain types of crime when, for example, dealing with cases of domestic abuse, it sought to engage with Victims Support Units or more feminist inspired women's refuges when tackling domestic violence.
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'For ordinary people'
Extending Neighbourhood Watch's parameters was not the norm, but even when this occurred they showed that individualism was informed by a sense of community, however problematic. Schemes offered forms of 'bonding social capital' , incorporating various humdrum or banal initiatives to enrich the communities in which they were based. Ward-Birch wrote, 'we foster community spirit' and the official guide to schemes noted that groups brought neighbours together for the first time in years and tackled shared problems like fly-tipping, pollution, noise and street litter, it noted that dances, dinners and jumble sales were held to raise funds and that these 'suddenly these acquire their own impetus' . 88 The Wolverhampton scheme encouraged such banal activities as persuading a McDonalds restaurant in the city centre to provide more bins. Yet, this 'bonding' had boundaries. A letter from George Paddock to the Police requesting resources in Wolverhampton demonstrated the tensions within Wolverhampton's Neighbourhood Watch. He wrote, 'it seems incredible that modest funds cannot be made available to it [his Committee] now to support efforts by the community, within the community, to reduce crime and enrich community relations … to say we are disillusioned is nearer the mark' . But within the letter, he also articulated a vision of citizenship with which he felt comfortable:
As a married man of some 63 years of age, having shouldered my musket for 8 ½ years both in and after the 1939-1945 war (like my father before me in the Great War) as many of our contemporaries did, and having paid my whack, and having brought up two children as law abiding citizens, and never falling foul of the law myself, I look round my native town and see vast sums of money being spent on community oriented projects, which seem to abound in those areas heavily populated by ethnic groups-to what end I gently enquire and from where cometh the money? I say all this, because to my simple mind if money can be made available for such endeavours where it cannot be certain improved community relations will emerge, why not spend a little of that fund on Neighbourhood Watch where it is generally acknowledged much good in the community now arises. After all, the money comes out of the same sock. 90 Ostensibly an appeal for funds, Paddock articulated a conceptualisation of citizenship based on historic and personal military service, family-life, obeying the law and paying taxes. The letter also hinted at those excluded from his version of citizenship. The sharp contrast between his 'native town' and the 'community oriented projects' from 'areas heavily populated by ethnic groups' where tax-payers money was being wasted was indicative of such exclusions.
Paddock was not alone in suggesting that Neighbourhood Watch schemes were more appropriate for some than others. The Metropolitan Police's press release and guide to schemes announced that Neighbourhood Watch was for 'ordinary home and car owners' . 91 It was significant that Neighbourhood Watch members seemingly embraced the idea of the 'ordinariness' . The use of the term 'ordinary' was, as Jon Lawrence and Florence SutcliffeBraithwaite have pointed out, a deliberate and common feature of Thatcher's political language, suggesting a popular constituency grounded in a rhetorical construction of 'hard-working respectability and family-centred individualism' which had the effect of destabilising the centrality of class to political identities. 92 Eileen Ward-Birch's comment that 'Neighbourhood Watch is a community-based organisation set up by ordinary people to help keep themselves and their neighbours safe from the criminal element without resorting to "vigilante" style tactics' fitted official conceptualisations of the schemes. 93 Thatcher herself described Neighbourhood Watchers as 'ordinary folk [who work] in conjunction with the police to keep close watch and see if there's anything suspicious' . 94 Claiming to represent the 'ordinary' was, however, highly problematic, creating an imagined community that did not necessarily incorporate all and encompassed various societal divisions. Sceptics, such as the Libertarian Research and Education Trust, saw great significance in the Metropolitan Police's emphasis on 'owners' and its association of the term with the 'ordinary' , arguing that this implied that the Neighbourhood Watch was 'designed for those with property to protect' . 95 Moreover, the sense of the 'ordinary' had certain normative implications when projected onto the schemes' ideas of community. It was not just Paddock's vision of the community which suggested limits to the inclusivity of the community spirit at the centre of Neighbourhood Watch. A 1988 Home Office leaflet, for example, described Neighbourhood Watch schemes as appropriate for 'residential areas' while tenants' associations were more suitable sites of action in high-rise blocks and estates (see Image 1). 96 Practical, structural and architectural issues might explain why Neighbourhood Watch schemes were less useful in certain residential settings, yet its association with a government scheme for citizenship hinted at the ideal-type of citizen that was to be encouraged; active citizens, it seemed, lived in certain types of property and came from certain types of communities. Such anxieties were not helped by the Met's initial publicity material (which included a video featuring Police Five's Shaw Taylor and pamphlet) which was printed only in English and showed only white people with the exception of one black mugger attacking an old, white woman. Shaw Taylor explained in his introductory video that the schemes were about 'caring' and creating a 'village atmosphere' , which sharply contrasted with the environments that were most threatened by crime during the 1980s. 97 Such emphases were questioned in areas where relationships between police and community were fraught. The Community Alliance for Police Accountability, a GLC-funded organization based in Tower Hamlets, recommended the rejection of schemes. It wrote that 'nowhere in the police literature on NWS [Neighbourhood Watch schemes] is there any mention of protection for ethnic minorities who are suffering as the victims of crime all the time' . It added, 'because the people chosen are likely to be what the police consider "ordinary", the results will be that minority groups (e.g. black people, gays, kids, single parents, etc.. etc…) are most likely to be the subject of their reports to the police' . 98 The London Borough of Camden wrote of 'the obvious danger of NWS being used for racially motivated purposes' and that 'the scheme could be used against black tenants and their families to a disastrous degree' . 99 The NCCL observed, in words that were later directly plagiarised by the Barnet Police Monitoring Group, that 'there is no screening or evaluation of proposed members and the dangers of racists, fascists, the petty-minded and the power-hungry dominating the schemes are obvious' . 100 The NCCL and the Libertarian Education Research Trust also pointed out a class bias in Neighbourhood Watch. It noted that schemes were established in middle-class areas like Hurlingham in Fulham, but not in Stoke Newington or Hackney. It used a case study of Bristol where the schemes attracted owner-occupiers and professional people as further evidence of a middle-class bias. 101 Both the Libertarian Research and Education Trust's findings and later Home Office Research suggested that schemes were overrepresented in areas of modern family housing and affluent suburbs. 102 Certainly within the Wolverhampton group, scheme coordinators were located in its more salubrious areas. The majority came from Penn, Wombourne and the suburban Merry Hill. A few members resided in the council estate Rough Hills, but they were not well represented. In part this owed something to the specific characteristics of the G3 boundary drawn by the West Midlands Police. 103 However, areas like All Saints which were of concern to the police and fell within the boundaries of the scheme had no coordinators. 104 Paddock viewed Blakenhall and Mayfields, areas with high-rise flats located within his district, with a degree of hostility and they had no representatives in the group from those areas. 105 Ward-Birch's 'patch' was, perhaps, less typical. She lived in a council estate of 'two-up, two-downs' , built in the 1920s. She was also, though, a member of the new 'property-holding democracy' , having purchased her council house under the right-to-buy legislation shortly before involving herself in the Neighbourhood Watch. 106 Indeed, Ward-Birch noticed that the schemes seemed to offer a somewhat segregated form of citizenship of a different kind. What was most noteworthy to her was the gendered division of labour within the schemes. She suggested that they were examples of a 'chauvinistic gerontocracy'; where men, who were in her experience often retired managers, 'gave orders' as they were 'the officers' , yet it was women that did all of the work, serving as Treasurers, acting as Secretaries and keeping in touch with neighbours. 107 As with Paddock's earlier intervention, the use of military metaphors to characterise the schemes' members is striking.
It was, however, the policing of race that was more divisive than class or gender in Wolverhampton. This reflected broader difficulties between the police and the black community during the 1980s. As Paul Willis' examination of young people in Wolverhampton during the decade suggests, large sections of the black community from the area considered the police racist.
108 Neighbourhood Watch's close association with the police meant that it was also viewed with trepidation and there were difficulties in recruiting non-white members as the West Midlands Police urged the Wolverhampton Group to include 'more Asians' . 109 Moreover, the Neighbourhood Watch was drawn into a conflict with black community leaders in Wolverhampton.
When an invitation was offered to a Senior Community Relations Officer of the Wolverhampton Council for Community Relations (WCCR) to speak with the Neighbourhood Watch, it became a point of tension between the different community groups. 110 Having read a Neighbourhood Watch newsletter produced by the Staffordshire Police which circulated around nearby Wombourne, Earlston Warner of the WCCR refused to participate in a meeting between the two organisations. The newsletter stated, 'I would still like sightings of COULOURDS [sic] and their vehicle numbers please' . 111 Warner unsurprisingly objected, arguing that it was evidence that the 'police seem to be instigating racism by forming alliances with racists in the community' . 112 Echoing similar objections within London, the WCCR argued that Neighbourhood Watch allowed no community input on policy and that schemes were geared towards owner-occupied areas. It added that there were no checks on racists joining, that it drove attention from violence against women and racist attacks, and that its 'law and order' emphasis provoked divisiveness. 113 Warner argued that the Neighbourhood Watch promised 'artificial harmony' , instead of a genuine community endeavour. 114 Paddock felt that Warner's response was a 'narrow, mistaken and parochial tirade' which made him 'wonder what holds for our community as a whole' . 115 Annotating the WCCR's press release with a point-by-point rejection of Warner's objections, Paddock commented that the Neighbourhood Watch was not intended to offer a democratic input on the police and insisted that its members came from council estates. His response to the Wombourne newsletter was to ask, 'why worry about an incident on Staffs police patch?' and allegations of racism were challenged by asking 'why have exceptions for the ethnic minority that would like nothing better than the policing of Wolverhampton to collapse altogether anyway?' 116 The police, it seems, sided with Paddock and Chief Superintendent David Ibbs wrote to him noting that 'I, like you, find it very sad that the WCCR stand on the sidelines and criticise the marvellous efforts of law abiding citizens' . 117 The dispute reflected the differing assessments of the police during the 1980s. To Warner, the police was institutionally prone to racism and could not be regarded uncritically whereas Paddock viewed things differently.
Similar contrasts were present in London. The Haringey Independent Police Committee wrote that Neighbourhood Watch was a 'bogus scheme' which 'can only endanger community relations unless the police are brought under democratic control' . 118 The London Borough of Camden and the NCCL contrasted Neighbourhood Watch with schemes in the USA and argued they lacked in opportunities for communities to influence police policy. 119 The NCCL argued the key difference was that the British model relied on the police to structure the schemes, whereas often those in the USA were not initiated by the police but through interventions by elected politicians or community residents. 120 As such, it argued that the 'the NWs function to spread the influence of the police in the community rather than of the community over the police' . 121 The social capital generated by Neighbourhood Watch in Wolverhampton served to bond together those with similar interests and backgrounds, rather than bridging across communities. 122 Paddock wrote that 'I for one have found it most interesting to meet watchers from all areas and find out that we often have so much in common. And the more we get together the closer the bond between each other and the police will be' . 123 Ward-Birch recalled that Paddock was a 'lovely guy, a church-goer' , but also noticed that schemes tended to rely on certain sections of the community. 'It's an old chap who retired who likes the idea' , that tended to set up a scheme, but 'it's the poor old missus who does all the work … She sees what's going on because she tends to know the neighbours' .
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Ward-Birch also realised the limits of just emphasising burglaries, 'I feel the Neighbourhood Watch is more than crime prevention and detection' she wrote, before adding 'I believe we should be concerned about the area as a whole, and what worries our members worries us' . 125 To Ward-Birch individualised notions of crime prevention were aligned with the anxiety about community. Neighbourhood Watch was an opportunity for her to monitor, document and report the 'criminality' in her street, which was not of the sort most prominently featuring Neighbourhood Watch publicity material. She wrote:
At 53 … the tenant was convicted of growing cannabis, while his wife appeared to be operating as a prostitute at the house. This caused much concern about their children and various people such as social services were informed. Last Friday the family moved out of their house, although they did not take any of the furniture until the Sunday. Since then the female tenant known as DT [anonymised] , has returned at intervals during each evening for about 10 minutes each time, with various men, who arrived in cars with her as their passenger. My members are concerned that they may be in possession of two houses, one of which is being used for prostitution.
Ward-Birch went on to list other 'criminal' activities on the street including tenants using industrial sewing machines, transferring council premises without permission, houses that had not had their gardens tended and individuals 'causing a nuisance by repairing a car for a friend' . Elsewhere, Ward-Birch documented the practice of 'kerb-crawling' on the streets of Wolverhampton suggesting that signs be put up threatening vehicle checks. 126 This echoed something of the voyeurism and 'prolonged, fascinated gaze' of the late Victorian investigators of 'outcast London' but, by way of contrast, Ward-Birch lived on the same street as those she surveyed. 127 Either way, Neighbourhood Watch seemingly legitimated an effort to police the street on which she lived and to watch the behaviour of her neighbours as well as watch out for them. Her account of the most eventful moment in the scheme's existence, involving her detecting and reporting cannabis growth in a neighbouring house, as well as monitoring and assisting the drug squad with a 'sting' operation was retold with glee. Tellingly, WardBirch commented that she was able to watch the arrests and operation having been tipped off about its timings as 'her reward' .
128 To Ward-Birch, then, Neighbourhood Watch was not a middle-class, self-defence league from a salubrious part of Britain, it offered a way of 'improving' and raising awareness of community problems while allowing her to observe the behaviour of her neighbours. Either way, it was a form of activism that could not be entirely controlled and shaped by the government and police.
Even if the fears of civil libertarians can be glimpsed in the correspondence of Paddock about the Wolverhampton Community Relations Council, so the endeavours of Ward-Birch suggest that the Conservative Party's enthusiasm for 'active citizenship' was not entirely groundless. Neighbourhood Watch helped make Ward-Birch an 'active citizen' . Having never worked full-time, Neighbourhood Watch was the first community organisation she joined after her children left the home. It opened up a whole world of associational life for her. Indeed, Ward-Birch demonstrated that engagement in voluntary work led to a proliferation of interests and increased sense of individual political and social capacity. 129 Involvement in the Neighbourhood Watch was followed by an invitation to chair Police Consultative Committees, she volunteered with her husband as a lay visitor (later custody visitors) for ten years and ended up working on a Public Transport Committee after attending a voluntary sector open day in her capacity as Neighbourhood Watch co-ordinator. The requirements of running a successful scheme led Ward-Birch into Adult Education, which first meant learning to type, followed by computer classes, eventually culminating in a degree from the University of Wolverhampton's Law School. Although her scheme ended, Ward-Birch might still be characterised as a 'busy-body' with an eclectic range of local social and political engagements. She runs the Wolverhampton Pensioners Committee, is Secretary to the Wolverhampton United Ex-Services Committee, has acted as a columnist for the Wolverhampton Express and Star, performs at local poetry readings and stood as a candidate for the Liberal Democrat Party at the 2010 local elections.
130 Neighbourhood Watch was the start of a personal trajectory towards a wide-range of civic engagements for Ward-Birch.
Yet Ward-Birch may well have been an outlier in this respect. In contrast with the anxieties of the critics and the excitement of the advocates, the biggest challenge for the Neighbourhood Watch was creating a meaningful and persistent engagement. It proved difficult to motivate scheme members to actually do anything. Ward-Birch summarised, It all starts in a big flurry, everyone's keen, but its keeping momentum up which is difficult, I spent hours putting leaflets tough the doors and you got 'Oh you go to meetings and tell me what happened' , that sort of attitude. 
in 1980s Britain
Given the criticisms articulated above, Neighbourhood Watch's endurance is striking. Although many coordinators lost interest and schemes waned (a common difficulty), their legacies lived-on, seemingly in perpetuity. Many of Neighbourhood Watch's symbols remain in place, standing as relics of long-forgotten initiatives from now departed or no-longer engaged residents. Such permanence made it difficult to avoid or critique. Thatcher herself alluded to the all-encompassing nature of crime prevention, by arguing that 'the police cannot do it alone. Every citizen has to help. No-one can opt out. If you want our country to be safe, you cannot afford not to get involved. That is why the Neighbourhood Watch schemes are being introduced' . 132 Neighbourhood Watch's success continued even when its initial advocates' enthusiasms diminished. By 1986, senior police officers joined their critics in offering sceptical commentaries about its effectiveness. They were worried that the Neighbourhood Watch displaced rather than prevented crime and drew resources from high-crime areas. 133 As early as 1985, the Home Office's Crime Prevention Unit commented that Neighbourhood Watch schemes had not transferred successfully to 'deprived inner city areas' . 134 Even the government when looking to engage in crime prevention initiatives had different choices of partners. When the Manpower Services Commission doubled its Community Programme to 230,000 places in 1985 and worked with the Home Office to create prevention initiatives it sought to work with partner organizations. 135 Yet the NGOs involved included a range of more professional and progressive looking activists such as NACRO (who were involved in running the programme), the National Association of Victim Support Schemes, the National Council of Voluntary Organization, Age Concern and single-parent charities like Gingerbread, all with broader social remits than Neighbourhood Watch. 136 Indeed, the first draft of the Community Programme's crime prevention schemes did not mention Neighbourhood Watch at all.
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By the publication of his biography in 2003, Hurd admitted that the 'experience shows that I placed more weight in the concept than it would carry' . 138 The Commission on Citizenship instigated by Hurd to flesh out his notion of active citizenship eventually contained just one short paragraph dedicated to Neighbourhood Watch. Puzzlingly, given the communities most interested in the schemes, it was described as representative of 'communities of adversity' . Ultimately, the Commission ended up more attentive to the burgeoning activism associated with the environmental movement and bodies working on welfare rights that the schemes which had initially been seen as the embodiment of active citizenship. 139 Observing such critiques, the continued popularity of the Neighbourhood Watch seems incongruous. But its success reflected longer term changes in politics during the second half of the twentieth century. It had more in common with the modern NGO than the 'Victorian schemes and techniques' that Hurd wished to see reintroduced to British society. Certainly, the enthusiasm for Neighbourhood Watch reflected a tendency towards a privatisation of politics described by Hilton, McKay, Crowson and Mouhet. 140 However, it also complicates such a narrative. In this case, privatisation was accompanied by a longing for community. In such a respect, both Paddock and Ward-Birch's activities and rhetoric are instructive. Moreover, any trend towards privatisation might then be de-coupled from the ascendency of the centralised, modern NGO which served as its corollary, playing out on alternative pathways. Trends which pointed towards Thatcherism might not necessarily be explained just through the ascent of individualism or the continued 'fall of the public man' .
Neighbourhood Watch had no national media-savvy 'expert leader' , professionalised lobbyists and campaigners, or well-networked activists. 141 Yet as with the modern NGO, its appeal owed much to its branding and association with technological shifts; what it did have were maps, stickers and street signs. 142 The latter two of these appealed despite little evidence that they reduced crime. What such measures did, however, was allow communities to create intelligible senses of 'place' , offering 'fixed' and 'static' characteristics within and between communities at a time when more traditional forms of voluntary life were changing. 143 Even if this was a longing for community, it was a certain type of community. Neighbourhood Watch stood in contrast to the revolutionary and fluid types of 'spaces' offered by urban environments. It offered rituals and representations imposing order and despite its elite origins the momentum, support and energy generally came from the 'ordinary' . 144 Neighbourhood Watch articulated what the theorist Manuel Castells called a 'legitimizing identity' , through which dominant institutions' authority was generated within and by civil society. 145 Both Castells and, in a different manner, Robert Putnam have suggested that late-modernity witnessed the collapse of vehicles offering 'legitimating identities' for the nation state, but Neighbourhood Watch reflects a more complex history in which movements critiqued the institutions of the state while simultaneously endorsing its key properties, in this case the rule of law, the preservation of order and the protection of private property.
It was, perhaps, because of such complexity that Neighbourhood Watch's depiction in popular culture has become synonymous with a sense of irony. As schemes, stickers and signs became a feature of the suburban landscape Neighbourhood Watch was characterised with semi-regularity on television, film and stage, often used to depict certain types of individual. In 'Home Beat' , an episode of the ITV police-drama series The Bill broadcast in 1985 a Neighbourhood Watch Scheme in the fictional East End of London urban district of Sun Hill featured prominently. The scheme's inaugural meeting included members of a Local Resident Association, bussed-in lecturers from a nearby Polytechnic College (who criticised the Neighbourhood Watch for being part of a system of Marxist class-control) and local members of an unspecified racist group which evoked the National Front. The episode was deeply ironic in tone; the Chief Inspector's fuel was siphoned out of his car while he parked outside the meeting while the episode culminated with an arson attack at the home of a recently arrived Bangladeshi family which took place while the father of the family, who had initially avoided the scheme, attended a Neighbourhood Watch meeting. The overall point of the episode is difficult to ascertain, but its main message was that effective community policing was difficult and that the police, for all of their faults, were better at it than the community (a point which was reinforced by a sub-plot featured a useful police contact who ran a youth groups for 'kids' , but was actually using them to conduct minor burglaries across the estate).
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Most typically, Neighbourhood Watchers came to be characterised in fiction as pathetic busybodies or authoritarian vigilantes. The neurotic, middle-aged, middle-class protagonist of Ever Decreasing Circles, Martin Bryce (played by Richard Briers), set up a scheme which he proceeded to run in a characteristically pompous, obsessive style with quasi-military zeal. In a fairly predictable turn of events, a conman preyed on Bryce's delusions of grandeur, enticing him and his neighbours to a fake Neighbourhood Watch function allowing him to break into all of the street's houses in one evening. The burglaries were thwarted by Bryce's antagonist Paul Ryman, who never took the scheme seriously. 147 Similarly, the caricature of pathetic masculinity, Alan Partridge inquired about the local Neighbourhood Watch when property hunting in the first episode of the sit-com I'm Alan Partridge. Reflecting Ward-Birch's complaints about members, Partridge noted, 'I'll do my stint. But only if they pay expenses though. Otherwise people start taking liberties. Before you know it you'll be mowing their lawns' . 148 Likewise, the efforts to become a Neighbourhood Watcher by the retired misanthrope Victor Meldrew in One Foot in the Grave culminated in him becoming a gun-wielding vigilante, an 'accidental' armed robber. The episode of the Jersey-based detective drama Bergerac, Natural Enemies (1989) which covered the schemes showed a shop-keeping member of the St Helier Neighbourhood Watch mistaking his son for a burglar whom he punched who then, in an unfortunate and somewhat odd series of events, tumbled off a dock, ending up hospitalised. 149 The comedic potential of the Neighbourhood Watch was mined in the Comic Relief Christmas book published during 1986 where the carol 'A Visit from St Nicholas' (also known as the Night Before Christmas') was reimagined so that Father Christmas and six reindeer were gunned down by an overzealous, heavily armed Neighbourhood Watch member. 150 Representations of the Watch, as an authoritarian front, as likely to harm as help, have become something of a cliché featuring in Simon Pegg and Edgar Wright's film Hot Fuzz (2007), as well as the Alan Ayckbourne play, Neighbourhood Watch (2011). 151 In popular culture, then, the Neighbourhood Watch had started to take on common understandings easily grasped by wide audiences. As well as representing the 'chauvinist gerontocracy' discussed by Ward-Birch, the mild humour directed towards the Neighbourhood Watch drew on ironies implicit within the schemes themselves, the manner in which they represented individualism and community, the tension between security and surveillance, the complicated relationship between protection and enforced conformity, schemes' dual capacity to remove and increase demands on police time and resource, their association with 'active' and 'inactive' citizens and, perhaps most ironic of all, the absence of evidence that it offered a meaningful method of combating crime.
Despite this, Neighbourhood Watch's permanence meant that it remains a common frame of reference for crime prevention initiatives. There seemed little reason to oppose or challenge, or, to return to Thatcher's words, to 'opt-out' . Even if Neighbourhood Watch did not prevent crime, it required little financial support and had relatively few costs with regard to effort, time or work. It could not really make matters worse. In Tower Hamlets, where the council refused to allow Neighbourhood Watch signs during the 1980s, there is now a thriving group. 152 Within the House of Commons, Labour MPs representing Manchester or inner-city London constituencies, where local government initially refused to support Neighbourhood Watch were chastised for refusing to prevent crime. This slowly changed as all mainstream parties signed up to support it. 153 Thatcher's suggestion that 'no-one can opt out' was, then, apt. Part of Neighbourhood Watch's continued perpetuation lay in its longer term resonance, lasting beyond the active participation of schemes. Symbols and stickers remained on street signs and windows of houses long after participants moved on and initiatives ceased. Although Thatcher's comments were geared to crime prevention generally, and Neighbourhood Watch specifically, her observation had a wider salience. Neighbourhood Watch was not just a British sensation. It was a global phenomenon of late twentieth century; schemes can be found all over the world, albeit with features shaped by locality. It suggests that frameworks applicable with neoliberal or conservative values and cultures were promoted not just by elites, or products of hegemonic power-structures, but were passively and symbolically endorsed in more 'ordinary' spaces in the manner of a movement. More inertly embraced than wholeheartedly welcomed, wide yet thin, the Neighbourhood Watch has mapped onto streets and households across the world. Despite the mirth directed towards the Neighbourhood Watch, when thought in such a manner, and when seen within a context of the perpetual emphasis given to law and order within politics and media, alongside the continued proliferation of technologies of surveillance, the sense that 'no-one can opt out' is a revealing statement about Britain's recent political, social and cultural history. 
